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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presently there are plenty of isolated technologies available.  Fracture ID offers the bridge between these data sets by being repeatably collected on every well drilled.  It provides a frame work for understanding.
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Vertical Green River Basin – Improved Production by 20%
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Presentation Notes
This operator traditionally designed their vertical completions around low GR.  Through rock characterization, FID and the operator built this model to help classify the rock types intercepted.  This model took into account all core and wireline available as well as geologic understanding.



Vertical Green River Basin – Improved Production by 20%
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Presentation Notes
Going forward this operator could determine the different rock types by simply collecting Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio which led to a 20% increase in production through improved targeting.



Fractures Drive Production - Bakken

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example, the operator collected FID data long the Bakken lateral and staged their well around increased and decreased fracture intensity.  The plot above represents each stage along the well and compares production from a PLT against fracture intensity.  While the R squared is low (other factors are at play) there are clearly two groups that break out and increased fracture intensity is associated with increased production.



Liberty Depletion
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Presentation Notes
The effect of pressure and hydrocarbon depletion on mechanical rock properties was studied in a recent project in the Williston Basin. In January of 2017, a Middle Bakken formation horizontal well was drilled in close stratigraphic proximity to three horizontal wells that were drilled in 2008. The three 2008-vintage wells were drilled as part of a Consortium aimed at optimizing drilling, completion and production of horizontal Middle Bakken formation wells. The wells were extensively logged, variably completed (two fracture stimulated wells, one monitoring well), and monitored during completion and production using microseismic technology and fluid tracers. The 2017 horizontal well was drilled perpendicular to the existing 2008 wells, and was geosteered directly beneath the wells. The bottom hole assembly on the 2017 well was equipped with downhole vibration data recorders that collected the data from which mechanical properties were calculated. Mass spectrometer data was also collected at the surface to provide a geochemical profile of carbon and inorganic compounds that might contain a depletion signature.Fracture ID processed the acceleration data collected in the 2017 well to provide Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio and fracture indication along the wellbore. Distinct mechanical signatures along the wellbore that may be indicative of pressure and hydrocarbon depletion, in combination with variability in fracture identification and auxiliary data collected at the surface, correlated with data collected in the 2008 Consortium wells. As two of the three wells were completed using hydraulic fracturing methods, indications of depletion and induced mechanical heterogeneity were observed only adjacent to those stimulated wells.The high-resolution Poisson’s Ratio, converted to minimum horizontal stress, was used to inform the staging of the hydraulic fracture stimulation. Positioning hydraulic fracture stages to minimize the difference in minimum horizontal stress within each stage leads to higher perforation breakdown efficiency.
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The effect of pressure and hydrocarbon depletion on mechanical rock properties was studied in a recent project in the Williston Basin. In January of 2017, a Middle Bakken formation horizontal well was drilled in close stratigraphic proximity to three horizontal wells that were drilled in 2008. The three 2008-vintage wells were drilled as part of a Consortium aimed at optimizing drilling, completion and production of horizontal Middle Bakken formation wells. The wells were extensively logged, variably completed (two fracture stimulated wells, one monitoring well), and monitored during completion and production using microseismic technology and fluid tracers. The 2017 horizontal well was drilled perpendicular to the existing 2008 wells, and was geosteered directly beneath the wells. The bottom hole assembly on the 2017 well was equipped with downhole vibration data recorders that collected the data from which mechanical properties were calculated. Mass spectrometer data was also collected at the surface to provide a geochemical profile of carbon and inorganic compounds that might contain a depletion signature.Fracture ID processed the acceleration data collected in the 2017 well to provide Young’s Modulus, Poisson’s Ratio and fracture indication along the wellbore. Distinct mechanical signatures along the wellbore that may be indicative of pressure and hydrocarbon depletion, in combination with variability in fracture identification and auxiliary data collected at the surface, correlated with data collected in the 2008 Consortium wells. As two of the three wells were completed using hydraulic fracturing methods, indications of depletion and induced mechanical heterogeneity were observed only adjacent to those stimulated wells.The high-resolution Poisson’s Ratio, converted to minimum horizontal stress, was used to inform the staging of the hydraulic fracture stimulation. Positioning hydraulic fracture stages to minimize the difference in minimum horizontal stress within each stage leads to higher perforation breakdown efficiency.



Arkoma Reservoir Characterization
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By stacking lateral data to its approximate location in relative depth (as geosteerers do with GR) pseudo vertical can be created and used to update earth models and characterize landing zones and lateral variation.



Permian Porosity Predictor
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Presentation Notes
This Midland operator wanted to know their porosity on every well to explain productivity.  FID data was trained to predict the porosity and the comparison between FID porosity and NMR porosity is seen in the vertical.  This model was applied to the lateral and the comparison between FFID porosity and seismic is shown.  Depending on what operators need to know, in most cases FID can be trained to predict these properties.



For more information, contact us at

Fractureid.com
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